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I know because that's the plot of Sophie Kinsella's Can You
Keep A Secret?, a novel that's now set to become a movie,
thanks to actress Alexandra Daddario, who is slated to produce
and star in the love story. The novel is easily one of Sophie
Kinsella's most beloved titles.
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sophie's introduction. “This is perhaps my ultimate 'What if'
book. What if a stranger knew all your embarrassing secrets?
What if that stranger turned out to be.
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Can You Keep a Secret? is author Sophie Kinsella's first
"stand-alone" novel, published by Dial Press Trade Paperback
on March 1, in the United Kingdom.
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Instead of handing in her notice as any self-respecting woman
would and going to work in a more positive environment, Emma
desperately seeks to move up the ladder so she can impress her
intolerably stupid family who make fun of her because she
isn't a CEO yet she's only 25 by doing what's expected of her
in her marketing assistant role and then pleading with her
boss to promote her after one year even though she hasn't a
clue in hell what she's doing. Emma works for an intolerably
stupid company Panther Cola and reports Can You Keep A Secret?
tiny men with big egos that speak to her as though she is the
biggest inconvenience in their day my favourite lines are
"Emma, please get your arse in gear" and "Emma, please get the
fuck out of my office". View all 9 comments.
Emmais25andhasbeenthroughmanyjobs. This story is so freaking
perfect. Eating cookies a handful at a time.
Thesnorting,choking,oh-my-godI'mdyinglaughter.Ashallowclownishstu
still in the U. Also by Sophie Kinsella.
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